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1. The thief murdered the woman on cold blood for the sake of 

the jewels.

(A) murdered the woman in

(B) murder the woman in

(C) murdered the woman at

(D) No Improvement 



2. The village headman pretend to be a helpful man.

(A) pretends to be a helpful

(B) pretends to be a helping

(C) pretend to be a helping

(D) No Improvement 



3. She did not mind what he was saying, he was only talking 

through his hat.

(A) does not mind what he

(B) did not mind where he

(C) did not mind when he

(D) No Improvement



4. The children had to shift for themselves after his parents

died.

(A) after their parent

(B) after there parents

(C) after their parents

(D) No Improvement



5. As the bomb exploded people run in disorderly haste.

(A) ran in disorderly haste

(B) runs in disorderly haste

(C) ran in disorder

(D) No Improvement



6. The soldier bend to peer into the large telescope fixed on the 

edge of the boundary.

(A) bends to peer on

(B) bends to peer into

(C) bend to peer into

(D) No Improvement



7. Copyright must increase and not impede a harvest of

knowledge.

(A) does not impede the harvest of

(B) not impede the harvest over

(C) not impede the harvest of

(D) No Improvement



8. The government decides that regular biscuits is an ‘essential’ 

good and is not taxed while cream biscuits is a ‘luxury’ good 

that is taxed at the high rate.

(A) is taxed in the high

(B) is tax at the highest

(C) is taxed at the highest

(D) No Improvement



9. Guru Purnima is an Indian and Nepalese festival dedicated 

towards spiritual and academic teachers.

(A) dedicated to spiritual

(B) dedicating into spiritual

(C) dedicated for spiritual

(D) No Improvement

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nepal


10. The concept of tradition, as the notion of holding on to a 

previous time, is also find in political and philosophical 

discourse.

(A) are also found in political

(B) is also found in political

(C) is also found on politics

(D) No Improvement



11. You remember Shamita’s phone number, didn’t you?

(A) don’t you?

(B) doesn’t you?

(C) do you?

(D) No improvement



12. The Border Security Force mans the 2,308 km-long border 

with Pakistan between Gujarat to Jammu and Kashmir.

(A) from Gujarat to Jammu and Kashmir

(B) from Gujarat and Jammu and Kashmir

(C) in Gujarat to Jammu and Kashmir

(D) No Correction Required



13. The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided at it’s first 

policy review to reduce the benchmark repurchase rate by 25 

basis points to 6.25 per cent

(A) at its first policy review to reducing

(B) at their first policy review to reduce

(C) at its first policy review to reduce

(D) No Correction Required



14. A key theme in virtue ethics is the recognition of moral 

complexity.

(A) in virtue ethics is the recognize

(B) in virtue ethics are the recognition

(C) on virtue ethics is  recognition

(D) No Correction Required



15. Smart card is a credit card sized plastic card embedded with 

an integrating circuit chip that makes it "smart.

(A) with a integrated circuit chip

(B) with an integrated circuit chip

(C) with an integrate circuit chip

(D) No Correction Required



16. The career that I am interest in pursuing in the future would 

be a degree in Business Administration.

(A) am interested in pursuing

(B) am interesting in pursuing

(C) was interested in pursuing

(D) No Correction Required



17. Countries in Africa rely heavily on its exportation of 

diamonds along with oil for income.

(A) heavily on his exportation

(B) heavy on their exportation

(C) heavily on their exportation

(D) No Correction Required



18. Development, whether it is human development or country 

development, is linking to the proper growth and development 

of the technology in many ways.

(A) is linked to the proper growing

(B) is link to the proper growth

(C) is linked to the proper growth

(D) No Correction Required



19. Today science is advancing at a amazing speed and 

everything of our life has changed beyond recognition.

(A) is advanced on an amazing

(B) are advancing at an amazing

(C) is advancing at an amazing

(D) No Correction Required



20. Ashmita did not know the answer, I did not neither.

(A) neither did I

(B) either did I

(C) neither have I

(D) No improvement


